Three forms of the scratch reflex in the spinal turtle: central generation of motor patterns.
A turtle with a complete transection of the spinal cord, termed a spinal turtle, exhibits three types or "forms" of the scratch reflex: the rostral scratch, pocket scratch, and caudal scratch (21). Each scratch form is elicited by tactile stimulation of a site on the body surface innervated by afferents entering the spinal cord caudal to the transection. We recorded electromyographic (EMG) potentials from the hindlimb during each of the three forms of the scratch in the spinal turtle (see Fig. 1). Common to all scratch forms is the rhythmic alternation of the activity of the hip protractor muscle (VP-HP) and hip retractor muscle (HR-KF). Each form of the scratch displays a characteristic timing of the activity of the knee extensor muscle (FT-KE) with respect to the cycle of activity of the hip muscles VP-HP and HR-KF. In a rostral scratch, activation of FT-KE occurs during the latter portion of VP-HP activation. In a pocket scratch, activation of FT-KE occurs during HR-KF activation. In a caudal scratch, activation of FT-KE occurs after the cessation of HR-KF activation. The timing characteristics of these muscle activity patterns correspond to the timing characteristics of changes in the angles of the knee joint and the hip joint obtained with movement analyses (21). We recorded electroneurographic (ENG) potentials from peripheral nerves of the hindlimb during each of the three forms of the "fictive" scratch in the spinal turtle immobilized with neuromuscular blockade (see Fig. 4). Common to all forms of the fictive scratch is the rhythmic alternation of the activity of hip protractor motor neurons (VP-HP) and hip retractor motor neurons (HR-KF). Each form displays a characteristic timing of the activity of knee extensor motor neurons (FT-KE) with respect to the cycle of VP-HP and HR-KF motor neuron activity. The timing characteristics of these motor neuron activity patterns are similar to the timing characteristics of the muscle activity patterns obtained in the preparation with movement (cf. Figs. 1 and 4). The motor pattern for each scratch form is generated centrally within the spinal cord. In the spinal immobilized preparation, neuromuscular blockade prevents both limb movement and phasic sensory input, and complete spinal transection isolates the cord from supraspinal input.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)